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Total Number of Students Reached: 273
Participation by Program
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204 students

17 students

1 student

23 students

28 students

Gay/Straight Alliance
The GSA had an average of 17 participants. One initiative included the creation of a “rainbow box” where Skinner
scholars can ask questions about the LGBT community in an anonymous way and the GSA will answer the
questions during family meeting.

Latinx Student Alliance


The Latinx Student Alliance continues with an average of 22 students. In October the group organized a Dia
de Los Muertos event to educate the community about the history of this day as well celebrate loved ones
who had passed.
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The SHP and one of our Latinx Leadership students participated in a Spanish radio show called Hablemos
Hoy. The student and SHP talked about substance use prevention, vaping, what Latinx Leadership is and
what we are doing this year to combat substance use. In addition, they have been asked by SpeakNow
Colorado to be interviewed for the great work they are doing in prevention with the Latinx community.

https://www.speaknowcolorado.org/resources/news/


LSA/SOMOS1 was featured in the 9news segment for Storytellershttps://youtu.be/z3QXd9IBylkhttps://www.9news.com/article/news/local/storytellers/how-one-denvergroup-is-tackling-complicated-problems-with-a-simple-solution/73-c0ff8109-745c-4f6e-bd04-7634a4565602



SOMOS1 was featured in the Denverite online magazine-https://denverite.com/2019/03/25/an-afterschool-program-at-one-denver-school-is-giving-young-latino-students-a-chance-to-learn-and-think-criticallyabout-their-culture/

BESS Universal Screener
SHPs were responsible for working with their school administration to implement the BESS Universal screener to
assess overall behavioral and emotional risk and overall mental health status of students at Skinner. The BESS is
utilized to guide the work of the SHP as well as measure school-wide impact of prevention programming.
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Skinner data showed a decrease increase in students who finished the year in the normal range, while also showing an
increase in the number of students who were experiencing elevated and extremely elevated levels of risk. While
results were not favorable, the post test data from 2018-2019 can be an excellent tool to determine areas of need for
the 2019-2020 school year.

Info Dissemination
Parent Tool Kit Brochures and additional resources were e-mailed to all parents of Skinner students.
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